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Financial Contagion through the Repo

Abstract

One of the important roles of the banking system is to undertake borrowing similar to demand

deposits. Modern banks undertake such debts by pledging their holding assets in a secured

short-term borrowing known as repurchase agreements (repos). We show that repos expose

a bank to a risk that does not directly affect its fundamental value. We also show that a

future liquidity crisis instigated by the bankruptcy of banks induces a bank to sell its holding

asset at a fire sale price, even though that crisis does not necessarily affect the fundamental

value of the asset. Our results provide theoretical explanations for, and shed new light on,

the observations and findings of the 2007–2009 financial crisis. We also analyze the policies

employed during the crisis.

Keywords Financial contagion; Repo; Fire sale; Credit ratings; Debt rollover.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the important roles of the banking system is risk transformation. Banks finance risky

investing in assets and projects with information-insensitive debt (referred by Holmstrom

(2008), Dang et al. (2009), and Gorton (2010)) which makes creditors immune to the credit-

worthiness of the banks. Traditional demand deposits are the leading example of such a debt,

because deposit contracts under deposit insurance protect depositors from the bankruptcy of

banks, so that the value of deposits is then insensitive to information on the creditworthiness

of the banks. Throughout this paper, we define information-insensitive debt as bank debt

which pays creditors the predetermined returns regardless of a bank’s creditworthiness. 1 2

Growing numbers of institutional depositors, including banks, hedge funds, and insurance

companies, are purchasing information-insensitive debt through money markets, especially

in a repo (sale and repurchase agreement) market. In this paper, we show that trading in

repos may work as a vehicle for spreading market shocks to a bank that was not itself directly

affected by the shock.

A repo is a secured short-term loan that is defined as the sale of an asset under agreement

on repurchase at a predetermined interest rate (i.e., repo rate) on the specified and usually

fixed maturity date.3 A repo is regarded as information insensitive, because the creditors

receive the predetermined returns regardless of the creditworthiness of the bank. A massive

increase in securitization by the pooling and tranching of loans and mortgages since the late

1990s enabled banks to pledge these securities as collateral assets in repo transactions.4 5

However, to the extent that repo trading requires marketable assets as collateral, the

information-insensitive feature of the repo trading may transfer the crisis in the markets

to a bank through increasing its borrowing costs. If the realized crisis is more severe than

1We owe this definition of information-insensitive debt to Gorton (2010).
2Traditional theory implies that issuing of debt similar to demand deposits stems from the banks ’role

in protecting their creditors from speculation associated with systemic shock to the financial system. See
Gorton and Pennacchi (1990) and Gorton (2010). For a rationalization of banks ’acceptance of demand
deposits, see Jacklin (1987), and for the role of the banking system in general, see Gorton and Winton (2003).

3See Choudhry (2006) and Krishnamurthy (2010) for more detail on the repo.
4For details of the securitization, see Brunnermeier (2009), Jaffee et al. (2009).
5The modern banking system with securitization is denoted in various ways. Gorton and Metrick (2011)

denote a banking system with securitization and repo trading backed by the securitized assets as securitized
banking. The securitized risky assets are often segregated from the original balance sheets of the financial
institutions. Coval et al. (2009), Shin (2009), Pozsar et al. (2010), and Gennaioli et al. (2011) focus more on
such a feature and denote it as shadow banking. Shleifer and Vishny (2010a) argue that securitization makes
a bank fragile to investor sentiment and denote that as unstable banking.
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expected, the credit risk of the bank increases because the increase in the cost of debt finance

after the crisis makes repayment of the existing debt more difficult. Moreover, if the crisis is

expected to be amplified in future, the bank could do better by delevering itself by liquidating

the asset even for a price that is below its fundamental value, rather than rolling over the

existing debt. We argue that a modern banking system characterized by repo trading and

securitization may spread financial shocks even to a bank that was not directly connected to

the shock. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the mechanism of the financial contagion,

by which we mean propagation of the financial shock, by formally building a repo trading

model.

To this purpose, we develop a three-date (Date 0, 1, 2) model of a financial institution

(henceforth referred as a “bank”). The bank invests the security asset whose value is uncertain

until Date 2, but its fundamental value is constant throughout the course of the project. We

focus on the role of the bank in taking on information-insensitive debt, which in principle

provides predetermined returns to lenders regardless of the solvency of the bank. At date

1, a crisis hits the economy, and the interbank rate increases. If the bank decides to let

the creditors withdraw, the bank delevers by liquidating the asset for a price in the asset

market. Alternatively, if the bank decides to roll over the existing debt, it keeps providing the

information-insensitive debt through the repo by pledging the asset as collateral. The bank

chooses either asset liquidation or debt rollover, whichever is cheaper at Date 1. Anticipating

the choice at Date 1, the bank decides its leverage ratio at Date 0.

Beside its information-insensitive debt, the bank can also raise its own less rigid capital.

Such capital is a substantial long-term claim. Once investors provide capital to a bank, that

capital is held at the bank’s discretion and the investors can neither renew the contract nor

withdraw it during the project’s term. In exchange for transferring the control right of the

funds to the bank, investors can seek and receive a premium. Because a premium makes the

capital costly, the bank chooses its investments by facing the trade-off between rigid but less

costly debt and less rigid but more costly capital.6 Throughout our analysis, we assume that

all investors enter the market for providing funds to the bank competitively. The competitive

entrance of the investors allows the bank to decide its leverage ratio for maximizing its own

surplus.

Under the setting described above, we show that the bank decides its leverage ratio as

6As to the trade-off between a demand deposit like debt and capital, we follow the setting in Diamond
and Rajan (2000).
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a decreasing function of the expected interbank rate. Because the information-insensitive

creditors stay in the bank to the extent that they gain more than the interbank lending, the

bank incurs the higher cost of the debt finance the higher the interbank rate is. Thus the

prospect of increases in the future interbank rate induces the bank to decrease its leverage

ratio. Moreover, because the repo makes the returns of the creditors indifferent regardless of

the solvency of the bank, the increase of the interbank rate induces the creditors to require

more collateral. However, banks are more fragile the more assets they pledge as repo collat-

eral. Therefore, credit risk is derived endogenously as an increasing function of the interbank

rate.

In the benchmark model (Section 4.1), the interbank rate realized at Date 1 is known at

Date 0. Because the expected interbank rate is equal to the Date-1 interbank rate, the debt

contract is equivalent to the long-term contract under which the bank commits to roll over

the debt under the Date-1 interbank rate. The bank decides the leverage ratio as decreasing

in the Date-1 interbank rate. Because the realized interbank rate is known at Date 0, the ex

ante credit risk is the same as the ex post one and is increasing in the Date-1 interbank rate.

In contrast, if the Date-1 interbank rate is uncertain and only its distribution is known

at Date 0 (Section 4.2), we show that the bank decides its leverage ratio as the decreasing

function of the expected value of the Date-1 interbank rate. Because of the uncertainty in

the future interbank rate, we show that the ex post credit risk of the bank is higher than the

ex ante one, if the interbank rate increases more than expected.

So far, we have assumed that the collateral asset is traded for its fundamental value at

Date 2, regardless of the solvency of the bank engaged in repo trading. However, bankruptcy

of the borrowing bank may reduce the market price of the collateral asset. For example,

bankruptcy of the bank may trigger the liquidity crisis, where the potential bidders in the

Date-2 asset market refrain from providing liquidity. In fact, the true value of the collateral

asset is hardly known by market participants, even though repo trading requires backing by

assets with only a high credit rating in practice. This is because even though the market

participants know that collateral assets are AAA-rated securities, they cannot distinguish

whether or not these assets are “virtually” safe securities that are synthesized by tranching

the pooled portfolios of loans and mortgages. If the bank becomes bankrupt, especially

during a downturn of the prices of loans and mortgages, the participants of the asset market

may abstain from providing liquidity for fear of further deterioration of the quality of the

assets. Following the mark-to-market pricing model in Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009)
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and Adrian and Shin (2010), the evaporation of market liquidity reduces the market price of

the asset at Date 2. Alternatively, creditors are subject to the risk of receiving less of the

collateral if the bank pledges the security asset that the other investors lend to the bank in

exchange for its cash borrowing. Pledging the borrowed security as a collateral is referred to

as rehypothecation, which is ubiquitous in repo transactions. According to Singh and Aitken

(2009a), investors who lend securities to banks are subject to the risk of losing the securities

if the banks become bankrupt. This is because if the banks engage in rehypothecation by

using the investors ’securities as collateral in repo trading, repo creditors can seize their

securities in case of the bankruptcy of the banks. In order to avoid such a situation, investors

may seek to retrieve their securities from the bankrupted bank before the repo creditors seize

collateral. As a result, the repo creditors may receive less when the bank becomes bankrupt,

as in the case of the decline in the market price of the collateral asset due to the liquidity

crisis.

Analyzing the extended model (Section 5), we show that the reduction in the price of the

collateral asset in the Date-2 asset market increases the cost of the debt finance to the bank,

because information-insensitive creditors require more collateral to guard against bankruptcy

of the bank. Pledging more collateral makes the rollover of the existing debt more costly,

which induces the bank to delever by liquidating the asset in the Date-1 market. Because

the market price of the asset is discounted by the Date-1 interbank rate, the bank responds

by liquidating the asset for a price that is below its fundamental value, or a fire-sale price.

Our results provide theoretical support for, and shed new light on, the empirical findings

and observations of the 2007–2009 financial crisis. First, our results provide a theoretical

explanation of the path of the financial contagion observed in the 2007–2009 financial crisis.

Starting from the downturn of the U.S. housing market in 2007, the deterioration in prices of

the securities that are associated with the subprime loans and mortgages spread to the non-

subprime-related securities that are supposed not to be directly connected to the deteriorated

housing market. Gorton and Metrick (2011) found in their empirical research that the decline

in the price of the non-subprime-related assets is highly correlated with the increase in the

counterparty risk that is represented by the LIB-OIS spread, rather than the increase in

the risk of the subprime-related securities.7 According to their argument, the precipitation

in the price of subprime-related securities in August 2007 increased the counterparty risk

7The LIB-OIS (or LIBOR-OIS) spread is the spread between the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
and Overnight Index Swap (OIS); it represents the counterparty risk in the interbank market.
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among banks. Particularly, because the prevailing off-balancing technologies made the true

amount of the damaged assets held and supported by the banks unclear, increasing doubt

about the solvency of banks in the interbank market precipitated reduced “willingness to

provide liquidity” to the market. The empirical findings of Afonso et al. (2011) confirm

that there was a drying up of liquidity during the financial crisis that was caused mainly

by increased counterparty risk. Although Gorton and Metrick (2011) suggest that the repo

market works as a nexus of spreading the crisis to the non-subprime-related securities, the

mechanism for the spread of the financial crisis to the non-subprime-related securities has not

so far been determined. By formally modeling repo trading, our results provide the missing

link to the path of the financial contagion; the information-insensitive feature of the repo

trading transfers the increased counterparty risk in the interbank market to the collateral

asset pledged by a bank that was not directly connected with the risk that increased the

counterparty risk.

Second, our results shed new light on the sudden increase in the credit risk of financial

products including the collateral assets observed in the 2007–2009 financial crisis. The sudden

fall in security prices during the financial crisis generated criticism of the credit rating agencies

(CRAs), because they failed to warn investors of their looming risks by timely downgrading

of these securities.8 The existing literature, such as White (2002), pointed out that the latent

agency problem between CRAs and client firms may inflate the credit ratings of the firms.9

In contrast to the agency-problem view of the credit rating system as above, our results

suggest that as long as the information-insensitive feature of the repo trading transfers the

counterparty risk to the bank, the credit risk of the bank increases ex post if the counterparty

risk increases more than expected. In particular, if the credit rating provided by the CRAs

is less frequent than the change in the counterparty risk in the market, the credit rating is

likely to fail in incorporating the rise in the counterparty risk to the credit risk of the bank.

Our results suggest that the ex ante distribution of the future counterparty risk affects the

occurrence of the sudden increase in the credit risk. If the probability of the increase in the

counterparty risk is estimated to be lower under the ex ante distribution of the counterparty

risk than under the true one, credit risk is more likely to increase sharply ex post. This

argument is in a similar vein to the idea in Gennaioli et al. (2011) that if certain unlikely

8Benmelech and Dlugosz (2010) found in their empirical research that the financial institutions that held
the AAA-rated securities made significant losses during the financial crisis.

9The latent problem of the credit rating system is elaborated in Section 4.2.2.
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risk is neglected, financial fragility increases.

Lastly, our results suggest that although the interbank borrowing condition is the key to

the path of the financial contagion, relaxing tension in the interbank market by providing

liquidity does not always work to stop the contagion. In particular, if bankruptcy of a bank

is anticipated to trigger a liquidity crisis in the market for the collateral asset, the liquidity

provision cannot stop asset fire sales. Liquidity provision can mitigate the deterioration in

the asset price in the fire sale, but it cannot stop the fire sale itself. These results support the

argument of Shleifer and Vishny (2011), where the financial crisis after the bankruptcy of the

Lehman Brothers investment bank was much worse than it had been before that bankruptcy.

They argue that the liquidity provision that worked well for mitigating the crisis before the

Lehman bankruptcy did not work well enough, because the Lehman bankruptcy triggered

the liquidity crisis by inducing potential participants to step back from bidding in the asset

market. Our results provide theoretical support to their argument by explicitly modeling the

liquidity crisis in an asset market that is triggered by the bankruptcy of the borrowing bank.

Furthermore, our results suggest that asset purchase works to prevent fire sales, to the extent

that authorities correctly select the securities they purchase in the asset market. Otherwise,

the fire sale can be aggravated, and the asset purchase may only result in expanding the

balance sheet of the central bank.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section

3 explicitly models the repo trading based on the model. Section 4 shows that the leverage

ratio and credit risk of banks depend on the expected interbank rate. Section 5 extends the

basic setting in Section 4 and investigates the case in which the bankruptcy of the bank in

a repo trading is anticipated to trigger the liquidity crisis in the asset market. Section 6

suggests policy implications. Section 7 discusses the related literature. Section 8 concludes.

Proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

2 THE MODEL

We model a modern financial institution that creates short-term trading or transaction of

securities backed by a long-term investment.10

Consider a financial institution (“bank” hereafter) that seeks to invest in a financial asset

backed by a long-term risky project. The project requires 1 unit of an initial investment at

10This definition of modern financial institutions is due to Gorton (2010).
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Date 0 and matures at Date 2. The return of the project at Date 2 is given by

y2 = yF1 + aϵ,

where a(∈ (0, yF1 )) is a parameter and ϵ is a random variable that follows ϵ ∼ U [−1, 1]. The

distribution of ϵ is publicly known at Date 0, and the uncertainty is resolved at Date 2.

The bank has no initial wealth and raises funds to invest the asset at Date 0. There are

different types of investors in the market. One is the short-term creditors who are ready to

provide funds at Date 0 and Date 1. To be precise, after they invest the funds at Date 0 and

redeem them at Date 1, they can refund to the bank under the renewed contract, according to

the financial condition realized at Date 1. In particular, when they renew the debt contract

at Date 1, they require the same returns regardless of their information about the solvency

of the bank at Date 2. Otherwise, they do not refund, and the short-term debt is withdrawn.

This feature of the debt is embedded in traditional demand deposits and is referred to as

information insensitiveness (Gorton and Pennacchi (1990), Holmstrom (2008), and Dang et

al. (2009)).

The other is the investors who provide funds with a less rigid claim on the bank than the

information-insensitive short-term debt. Under this claim, once the investors provide their

funds under the initial financial condition at Date 0, they can neither renew the contract

nor withdraw their funds in the course of the investing project of the bank. We refer to

such a claim as capital, because the funds provided by the investors are substantially at the

bank’s discretion. In exchange for using discretion, the bank must incur a higher marginal

cost than on short-term debt for inducing the investors to provide their funds. We refer to

the additional marginal cost of the capital as the premium. In sum, although the capital is

a less rigid claim, the capital is costly; thus, the bank needs to depend on the rigid claim to

finance the project. Hence, when investing in the asset, the bank faces a trade-off between

the softness of the claim and the financing cost, as in Diamond and Rajan (2000). Under

such a trade-off, the bank decides the ratio of the information-insensitive short-term debt to

the total investing cost, known as the leverage ratio, denoted by β ∈ [0, 1).

Short-term creditors invest in the bank as long as they gain not less than the returns

under the unsecured interbank rate. Suppose that the interbank rate between Date 0 and

Date 1 is 0. The condition under which the short-term creditors provide funds at Date 0 is

given by the following assumption.

Assumption 1 1 < yF1 .
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Assumption 1 shows that the fundamental value of AY at Date 1 covers the investment cost,

so the short-term creditors are fully repaid regardless of the size of β at Date 1. Because yF1

is publicly observable and verifiable, the bank cannot default strategically at Date 1. Hence,

Assumption 1 ensures that the creditors finance the bank by the information-insensitive

short-term debt at Date 0.

At Date 0, if the bank decides to invest in a project, both creditors and investors enter

competitively. Because of the competitive entrance, the bank decides its leverage ratio so as

to maximize its own surplus. Because its capital is a soft claim on banks, they pay the cost

of capital to their investors in exchange for receiving the capital at the bank’s discretion.11

At Date 1, the interbank rate between Date 1 and Date 2 is realized to be r > 0. Observing

r and the market price per unit of AY , as denoted by p, the bank redeems the short-term

debt that matures at Date 1. The bank repays the short-term debt by (i) delevering itself by

liquidating a fraction of AY in the asset market, or (ii) rolling over the information-insensitive

short-term debt by pledging AY as collateral in the repo, or both. To be precise, the bank

decides to liquidates α ∈ [0, 1) of AY and delevers αpyF1 of the short-term debt. The bank

then rolls over the remaining β−αpyF1 of the debt by pledging (1−α) of AY as collateral by

deciding the repo rate, rR.

At Date 2, the value of AY is realized. The asset AY is liquidated in the asset market

for its fundamental value. If the bank repays all of the short-term debt at Date 1, the bank

gains the value of the remaining AY . If the short-term debt is rolled over in the repo at Date

1, the solvency of the bank depends on the realized value of ϵ. Let us denote a threshold

value of ϵ below which the bank becomes bankrupt in the repo trade as a default threshold.

Denoting the default threshold as ϵ0 ∈ (−1, 1), the bank is solvent if ϵ ≥ ϵ0. The bank

liquidates AY and makes a repayment to the short-term creditors under the repo rate that is

determined at Date 1. The remaining value goes to the bank. On the other hand, if ϵ < ϵ0,

the bank becomes bankrupt, and the short-term creditors retain the collateral. The bank

gains nothing. As we show in Section 4.1.2, ϵ0 is endogenously determined.

The timing and events are summarized in Figure 1.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

11Put differently, the bank “purchases” the capital from the investors at Date 0. In this way, the capital
in our model is different from the standard setting of capital in theoretical models, where capital represents
residual claims such as equity. However, as long as the bank learns its cost of capital through the competitive
entrance of the investors at Date 0, the purchase of capital in our setting is not different from standard equity
finance.
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3 THE REPO TRANSACTION

We analyze the bank’s investment decisions by following the backward induction. In this

section, we consider the decision made by the bank at Date 1. At Date 1, the bank needs to

repay β to the creditors who provide the short-term debt at Date 0. Observing the realized

value of p and r, the bank reduces the amount of the short-term debt from β to β−αpyF1 by

liquidating α(∈ [0, 1)) of AY . If β − αpyF1 > 0, the bank rolls over the remaining amount of

the debt by pledging 1− α of AY in a repo market.

3.1 Rollover stage

Suppose that β − αpyF1 > 0. The bank can roll over β − αpyF1 of the debt in a repo market

if the short-term creditors accept a repo rate rR at Date 1. The repo rate is offered by the

bank in a take-it-or-leave-it manner, as creditors in the market are small and dispersed; thus,

it is practically impossible for them to negotiate with the bank.

A repo trade is such that Date-1 creditors who accept rR provide β − αpyF1 of the short-

term debt in exchange for forcing the bank to pledge 1 − α of AY as collateral. Under the

repo transaction, the rights to the pledged asset depend on the solvency of the bank at Date

2. Having the default threshold ϵ0 as given, suppose that the value of ϵ realized at Date 2

satisfies ϵ ≥ ϵ0. The bank is solvent and thus retains its rights over the pledged asset. The

bank liquidates the asset and repays (β − αpyF1 )(1 + rR) to Date-1 creditors. In contrast,

if ϵ < ϵ0, the bank becomes bankrupt, and control over the pledged asset shifts to Date-1

creditors. Date-1 creditors seize the pledged asset and sell it in the market at Date 2. We

assume that the asset is liquidated for its fundamental value in the Date-2 asset market. In

Section 5, we consider the case in which the bankruptcy negatively affects the Date-2 market

liquidity of the collateral asset.

The repo makes the creditors information insensitive in that they gain the same returns

regardless of the solvency of the bank. For providing such returns, the bank must offer rR,

which satisfies the following equation.

1

2

∫ 1

ϵ0

(β − αpyF1 )(1 + rR)dϵ =
1

2

∫ ϵ0

−1

(1− α)(yF1 + aϵ)dϵ. (1)

The left-hand side of the above equation is the expected gains if the bank is solvent in the

repo trade, whereas the right-hand side is the expected value of the collateral that is seized
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by the creditors if the bank becomes bankrupt. Let us denote the condition given by the

above equation as the indifference constraint of the repo trading.

Creditors invest in the bank through repos as long as they gain from their interbank

trading. Hence, in order to induce the creditors to finance the bank, the following constraint

must be satisfied.

1

2

[∫ ϵ0

−1

(1− α)(yF1 + aϵ)dϵ+

∫ 1

ϵ0

(β − αpyF1 )(1 + rR)dϵ
]
≥ (β − αpyF1 )(1 + r). (2)

The inequality (2) shows that the creditors’ expected gains from the repo trading (the left-

hand side) are not less than those from the investment under the interbank rate (the right-

hand side). We refer to this inequality as the repo-participation constraint.

The bank that rolls over the existing short-term debt at Date 1 gains from the investment

if and only if the bank is solvent at Date 2. Denoting π as the expected value of the asset

held in the bank, it is given by

π =
1

2

∫ 1

ϵ0

{(1− α)(yF1 + aϵ)− (β − αpyF1 )(1 + rR)}dϵ

= (1− α)yF1 −
{∫ ϵ0

−1

(1− α)(yF1 + aϵ)dϵ+

∫ 1

ϵ0

(β − αpyF1 )(1 + rR)dϵ
}
. (3)

Notice that the second term of the second line of (3), which is in curly brackets, is the

expected gains of creditors from a repo as given in the left-hand side of the repo-participation

constraint. Because π is decreasing in the creditors’ expected gains from the repo, the bank

decides rR to bind the repo-participation constraint given by (2) for maximizing π. We obtain

the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Suppose that the bank rolls over the short-term debt in a repo market at Date 1.

For a given ϵ0, the bank decides the repo rate as

rR =
r + ϵ0
1− ϵ0

.

Lemma 1 shows that other things being equal, rR is increasing in ϵ0. According to the

definition of the default threshold, the higher ϵ0 indicates that the bank is more likely to

bankrupt in the repo trade. Because the repo rate is decided so as to meet the expected

returns of creditors who accept the debt rollover indifferently regardless of the solvency of

the bank, it is natural that the repo rate increases as the bank is more likely to be bankrupted.

As we show in the next section, the repo rate is endogenously determined, because we derive

ϵ0 endogenously.
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3.2 Liquidation stage

At the beginning of Date 1, the bank decides to liquidate α ∈ [0, 1) of AY for redeeming

the short-term debt that is matured at Date 1. Substituting the binding repo-participation

constraint into π, we derive

π = (1− α)yF1 − (β − αpyF1 )(1 + r). (4)

Deriving the first-order condition of π with respect to α, we have

∂π

∂α

{
≤ 0 if p ≤ 1

1+r

> 0 if p > 1
1+r

.
(5)

The partial derivative of π on α, which is given by (5), indicates that the bank has an incentive

to decide α = 0 and rolls over all the existing debt if p is not higher than 1/(1+r). Otherwise,

the bank has an incentive to liquidate AY for redeeming the short-term debt at Date 1.

We now suppose that investors enter the asset market competitively at Date 1. The

competitive entrance sets the price per unit of AY as

p =
1

1 + r
.

Therefore, the bank decides α = 0 according to (5). Substituting α = 0 into (4), the expected

value of AY retained by the bank is

π = yF1 − β(1 + r). (6)

For a given β, the condition under which the bank can roll over all of the existing debt is

such that π in (6) is strictly positive. Because β ∈ [0, 1), the condition under which the bank

does not fail at Date 1 is given by

0 ≤ β < min
( yF1
1 + r

, 1
)
. (7)

Before proceeding with our analysis, notice that the second term of the right-hand side

of (6) indicates that the repo trading makes the marginal cost of the information-insensitive

short-term debt equal to the interbank rate. Because the creditors accept the debt rollover to

the extent that they receive the same returns from investing in interbank trading, (6) indicates

that the marginal cost of the repo is (1 + r), which is equal to the cost of rolling over the
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unsecured short-term debt under the interbank rate. To the extent that both the bank and

the creditors can liquidate the asset for its fundamental value at Date 2, the marginal cost

of the repo depends only on the interbank rate. In Section 5, we will investigate the case in

which the repo costs the bank more than its interbank trading.

4 LEVERAGE RATIO AND THE CREDIT RISK OF

THE BANK

We now investigate the decisions made by the bank at Date 0. At Date 0, investors compet-

itively enter the market and seek to provide capital to the bank. The bank needs to pay the

investors for the capital, in exchange for taking discretion over the funds they provide. Let

us define the cost of that capital as follows.

(The cost of the capital) =
(1− β)2

2k
,

where (1 − β) is the capital ratio and 1/k is the marginal cost for the bank to acquire

capital. Because of the bank taking discretion over its capital, investors require a higher

marginal cost than on information-insensitive short-term debt. To be precise, to the ex-

tent that the investors gain the premium, ν(> 0), in addition to the marginal cost of the

information-insensitive short term debt that is derived as (1 + r), they provide funds to the

bank. Because we assume that the investors (capital providers) and the creditors (purchasers

of the information-insensitive debt) are two different types of market investors, we assume

that the value of ν is independent of r and is given exogenously.12 The competitive entrance

of the investors results in deciding the marginal cost of the capital as

1

k
= 1 + r + ν.

Denoting Π as the expected gain of the bank from the investment, it is then given by

Π = E[π]− (1− β)2

2
(1 + r + ν), (8)

where the first term of the right-hand side of (8) is the expected value of π at Date 0, whereas

the second term is the cost of the capital. The bank decides β in order to maximize Π at

Date 0.
12We argue the case in which ν is increasing in the expected value of the Date-1 interbank rate in Section

4.1.1. However, as long as the elasticity of ν on r is sufficiently high, our results derived under the fixed ν
are robust.
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In the following analysis, we first consider the benchmark case, where the value of r

realized at Date 1 is certain and publicly known at Date 0. We next investigate the uncertain

case where only the ex ante distribution of r is known at Date 0.

4.1 The benchmark case

4.1.1 Decision of the leverage ratio

Let us consider the benchmark case where r is certain and publicly known at Date 0. Denoting

ΠB as Π in the benchmark case, it is given by

ΠB = yF1 − β(1 + r)− (1− β)2

2
(1 + r + ν),

because E[π] in (8) is equal to π in (6) in the benchmark case.

The maximization problem of the bank at Date 0 with respect to β (denoted as Problem

[B]) is then given by

max
β

ΠB,

subject to

ΠB > 0, (BC0)

min
( yF1
1 + r

, 1
)
> β ≥ 0. (BC1)

The constraint (BC0) is the participation constraint of the bank. The constraint (BC1) is

given by (7), which ensures that the bank does not fail in rolling over its existing short-term

debt in the repo at Date 1.

The solution to Problem [B] is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 Suppose that the value of r is certain and publicly known at Date 0. Denoting

ΩB as

ΩB ≡
(1 + r)(ν + 1+r

2
)

1 + r + ν
,

the decision of the bank at Date 0 is given as follows.

(i) If yF1 ≤ ΩB, the bank does not invest the asset.

(ii) If ΩB < yF1 , the bank invests the asset, and the leverage ratio is

β∗ =
ν

1 + r + ν
∈ (0, 1).
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Proof: See the Appendix.

Proposition 1 shows that the bank decides its leverage ratio as if it offered long-term

debt with the rollover cost 1 + r, because r realized at Date 1 is publicly known at Date 0.

Otherwise, creditors withdraw their funds from the bank at Date 1.

Proposition 1 derives the threshold on the fundamental value of AY as ΩB, above which

the bank decides to invest in the project at Date 0. As derived in the Appendix, because

(BC1) is satisfied as long as (BC0) holds, ΩB is the lowest required value of yF1 that satisfies

(BC0). This implies that the bank does not fail in rolling over the existing debt at Date 1 to

the extent that the bank gains from investing AY . The threshold value of ΩB is increasing in

r and ν. Because both r and ν are the marginal costs of the external finance, these results

imply that costly external finance requires the bank to invest AY with the higher fundamental

value, yF1 .

The leverage ratio given by β∗ in Proposition 1(ii) is decreasing in r while increasing

in ν. This indicates that the trade-off between the short-term debt and the capital stems

from the relative marginal costs of these financing measures. The bank depends more on the

short-term debt the lower is r. In contrast, the higher is ν, the bank increases its leverage

ratio because the capital costs the bank more.

Before proceeding with the analysis, let us consider the case in which ν is an increasing

function of the expected value of the Date-1 interbank rate at Date 0. Because the value of

r is certain, the ν is given by ν(r), ν ′(r) > 0. In this case, the partial derivative of β∗ on r is

derived as
∂β∗

∂r
=

1

(1 + r + ν(r))2

[
ν ′(r)(1 + r)− ν(r)

]
.

As long as the following assumption holds, β∗ is strictly increasing in r.

Assumption 2:
ν ′(r)/r

1/(1 + r)
< 1.

Assumption 2 indicates that the elasticity of the premium on the rollover cost of the information-

insensitive short-term debt is less than 1. To be precise, a 1-percent increase in the marginal

cost of the short-term debt that is rolled over through the repo increases the premium on the

capital by less than 1 percent. As long as this assumption holds, our results in Proposition 1

hold.
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4.1.2 Repo rate and the credit risk of the bank

We continue our analysis by focusing on the case in which the bank invests in the project at

Date 0. We first investigate the credit risk of the bank in a repo market. The bank becomes

bankrupt in a repo trade if the value of AY realized at Date 2, which is given by y2, satisfies

y2 = yF1 + aϵ < yF1 + aϵ0,

where ϵ0 is the default threshold.

Having β as given, the default threshold, ϵ0, is derived by substituting α = 0 and rR in

Lemma 1 into the indifference constraint of the repo trading, which is given by (1), as follows.

ϵ0 =
−yF1 +

√
(yF1 − a)2 + 2a(1 + r)β

a
. (9)

Denoting the default threshold in the benchmark case as ϵ∗0, it is derived by substituting β∗

in Proposition 1(ii) into (9) as follows.

ϵ∗0 =
−yF1 +

√
(yF1 − a)2 + 2a(1 + r) ν

1+r+ν

a
.

The partial derivatives of ϵ∗0 on r and ν are respectively given as 13

∂ϵ∗0
∂r

> 0,
∂ϵ∗0
∂ν

> 0.

We immediately derive the following lemma.

Lemma 2 Suppose that the value of r is certain at Date 0. The default threshold given by

ϵ∗0 is increasing in both r and ν.

The increases of r and ν increase the value of ϵ∗0 through those different paths. One we

denote as the interbank-rate effect, where the increase in r at Date 1 increases the rollover

13In particular, the result of ϵ∗0 as increasing in r holds even if ν is given by an increasing function of r
because of

∂ϵ∗0
∂r

=
1√

(yF1 − a)2 + 2a(1 + r) ν
1+r+ν

∂

∂r

[ ν(r)(1 + r)

1 + r + ν(r)

]
=

1√
(yF1 − a)2 + 2a(1 + r) ν

1+r+ν

[(1 + r)2ν′(r) + r2] > 0.
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cost of the existing debt held by the bank, because the repo trading adjusts the rollover

cost equal to r. The other we denote as the leverage effect, where the higher ν induces the

bank to be more leveraged, because the relative cost of its capital increases for a given r.

Other things being equal, the bank with the higher leverage ratio must pledge more as repo

collateral. This increases the default threshold.

Because ϵ ∼ U [−1, 1], the default probability of the bank in a repo at Date 2 is given by

d =
1 + ϵ0
2

. (10)

Let us denote d as the credit risk of the bank. Denoting the credit risk of the bank in the

benchmark case as d∗, it is derived by substituting ϵ∗0 into (10) by

d∗ =
1 + ϵ∗0
2

.

Because ϵ∗0 is increasing in both r and ν, the credit risk of the bank is also given by the

increasing function of both r and ν.

Denoting the repo rate in the benchmark case as r∗R, it is derived by substituting ϵ∗0 into

rR in Lemma 1. Because ϵ∗0 is increasing in r and ν, we derive the result that the repo rate

is also increasing in r and ν as follows.

∂r∗R
∂r

=
r + ϵ∗0
1− ϵ∗0

=
1

(1− ϵ∗0)
2

[
1− ϵ∗0 +

∂ϵ∗0
∂r

(1 + r)
]
> 0,

∂r∗R
∂ν

=
1 + r

(1− ϵ∗0)
2

∂ϵ∗0
∂ν

> 0.

We summarize the above results in the following proposition.

Proposition 2 In the benchmark case, the credit risk of the bank and the repo rate are

increasing in both r and ν.

Although the credit risk and the repo rate are decided according to the realized value

of r at Date 1, these are derived correctly at Date 0 because the value of r is certain and

publicly known at Date 0. In the following section, we investigate the case in which the value

of r is uncertain at Date 0 and see whether such uncertainty changes the results given by

Proposition 2.
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4.2 Uncertain case

We next consider the case in which the value of r realized at Date 1 is uncertain at Date 0.

Suppose that r ∼ f(r) over [rL, rH ], where 0 ≤ rL < rH ≤ 1 at Date 0.

4.2.1 Investment decision under uncertainty

The analysis follows the backward induction as in the benchmark case. The expected value

of AY retained in the bank is given by π in (3). The bank’s decision whether to liquidate AY

or to roll over the existing short-term debt depends on the realized p in Date 1, as given by

(4). Because p is given by 1/(1+ r) for any realized value of r(∈ [rL, rH ]) at Date 1, the bank

decides to roll over the existing debt at Date 1. Therefore, the value of π at Date 1 is given

by (6) as in the benchmark case.

Because r ∈ [rL, rH ], the highest possible rollover cost is 1 + rH . Hence, the leverage

ratio must satisfy the following constraint so as to allow the bank to choose the debt rollover

without failing at Date 1.

min
( yF1
1 + rH

, 1
)
> β ≥ 0. (11)

At Date 0, the expected gain of the bank from the investment is given by (8). Because

the value of r is uncertain at Date 0, E[π] is given by

E[π] =

∫ rH

rL

(yF1 − β(1 + r))dr

= yF1 − β(1 + re),

where re is the expected value of r at Date 0. Denoting the expected gain of the bank from

its investment in the uncertain case as ΠU , it is given by substituting E[π] above into (8) as

ΠU = yF1 − β(1 + re)−
(1− β)2

2
(1 + re + ν).

Note that because the investors who provide the capital to the bank require the premium

at Date 0, the value of ν is supposed to be the premium on re. Following the discussion in

the previous section, our results are not affected by the assumption of which value of ν is

independent of re.

The maximization problem of the bank with respect to β (denoted as Problem [U ]) is

max
β

ΠU ,
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subject to

ΠU > 0, (UC0)

min
( yF1
1 + rH

, 1
)
> β ≥ 0. (UC1)

As in Problem [B], (UC0) is the participation constraint of the bank. The constraint (UC1)

is equal to (11), which ensures that the bank does not fail in rolling over the existing debt at

Date 1.

The solution to Problem [U ] is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3 Suppose that the value of r is uncertain at Date 0.

(i) If yF1 ≤ Ωi, the bank does not invest the asset.

(ii) If Ωi < yF1 , the bank invests the asset and decides its leverage ratio as

β∗
U =

ν

1 + re + ν
∈ (0, 1).

The value of Ωi is given differently as follows.

Ωi =

{
Ω0 =

1+re
1+re+ν

(
ν + 1+re

2

)
if rH − ν ≤ 1

2
, or rH − ν > 1

2
and re+ < re,

Ω1 =
ν(1+rH)
1+re+ν

if rH − ν > 1
2
and re ∈ (0, re+],

where

re+ =
√
ν2 + 2(1 + rH)− (1 + ν).

Proof: See the Appendix.

As in the benchmark case, the higher yF1 makes the bank more likely to invest AY at

Date 0. The threshold value of yF1 above which the bank invests the asset is now given by Ωi,

which is the minimum fundamental value of AY required for satisfying the constraint of (UCi)

(i = 0, 1) in the maximization problem of [U ]. Hence, the threshold of yF1 is given by Ωi if

the bank is constrained by (UCi) rather than (UCj), where j = 0, 1 and j ̸= i. In particular,

differently from the results in the benchmark case given by Proposition 1, Proposition 3

derives the conditions under which the bank is more constrained by (UC1), which ensures

that the bank does not fail in rolling over the debt, rather than the participation constraint

given by (UC0).
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Proposition 3 shows that other things being equal, the investment decision of the bank

depends more on the value of Ω1 the higher is rH , while the lower is re, because the threshold

value of re, which is given by re+ in Proposition 3, is increasing in rH . What this result shows

is that the investment decision of the bank is more constrained by (UC1) the higher is rH

relative to re. Such conditions imply that r realized at Date 1 is more likely to be higher than

re, because rH is the upper limit of the ex ante distribution of r. Because β∗
U is decreasing

in re, the lower re and the higher r make it more difficult for the bank to roll over debt,

because the bank with a higher leverage ratio needs to make the debt rollover at a higher

cost. Therefore, the bank is more constrained by (UC1).

In contrast, under the condition in which either rH is low or both rH and re are high,

the threshold of yF1 above which the bank invests in the project is given by Ω0, above which

the participation constraint of the bank is satisfied. This is because the bank under these

conditions can roll over the existing debt more easily, and the participation constraint given

by (UC0) is more critical for the bank when making the investment decision.

Notice that although the ex ante distribution of r is given by the range of [rL, rH ], the

expected value of re is given differently according to the distribution function of r. The

skewness of the distribution of r, or the distribution’s third central moment, denoted by µ3,

is defined as follows.

µ3 =

∫ rH

rL

f(r)(r − re)
3dr,

where f(r) is the ex ante density function of r at Date 0.14 The larger positive value of µ3

indicates that the distribution of r is more skewed toward rL, and the expected value of r

given by re is lower. Hence, although the range of the distribution of r is fixed to be given

by [rL, rH ], if the skewness of f(r) is large and positive, re is lower; thus, the bank decides

its leverage ratio of β∗
U in Proposition 3 at a higher level at Date 0.

Corollary 1 In the uncertain case, the large and positive skewness of f(r) induces the bank

to decide the higher β∗
U .

The interpretation of r and the procyclical leverage ratio One of the distinctive

observations during the 2007–2009 financial crisis is the extreme increase of the interbank

lending rates. As many studies on the financial crisis including Acharya and Skeie (2011)

and Gorton and Metrick (2011) point out, the counterparty risk, which is represented by the

14See for the definition of the skewness in Levy (1998).
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LIBOR-OIS spread (the spread between the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) and

Overnight Index Swap (OIS) rate), widened considerably during the crisis. Interpreting r in

our setting as the counterparty risk given by the LIBOR-OIS spread, the level of re indicates

the prospect of the future counterparty risk measured at Date 0. Because Ωi (i = 0, 1) and

β∗
U increase as re decreases, the results in Proposition 3 imply that the bank is more likely to

invest AY with the lower fundamental value and depends more on the debt finance the lower

the expected counterparty risk is.

Our results show that the bank decides the higher leverage ratio for the lower re, which

represents that the future borrowing conditions are expected to be easier. Because booms

ease borrowing conditions while busts tighten those conditions in general, our results also

imply that the leverage ratio of banks is procyclical: banks set their leverage ratio higher

when future borrowing conditions are expected to be easier, and vice versa. This is in similar

vein to the discussion of the procyclical tendency of the leverage ratio in the banking sector, as

pointed by Adrian and Shin (2010). They find that the leverage ratio of financial institutions

increases during booms, where the financing condition is expected to be lax, while decreasing

during busts. Because the expected fundamental value of the investing assets increases during

booms, financial institutions can expand their leverage ratio by pledging assets as security

on their borrowings. In contrast, the pledged value of the assets is likely to decrease during

busts; thus, the institutions must delever themselves. Acharya and Vishwanathan (2011)

analyze theoretically the leverage ratio of financial institutions and derive the procyclical

leverage ratio. The investing asset in their model varies in quality depending on the moral

hazard intensity of financial institutions. Although there is a moral hazard problem, because

the quality of assets usually does not deteriorate during booms, financial institutions can

increase their leverage ratio the higher the expected future value of those assets is. In Adrian

and Shin (2010) as well as Acharya and Vishwanathan (2011), the ease of borrowing comes

from the funding liquidity, which is first presented by Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009),

under which the higher future value of the asset makes the borrower expand its leverage

ratio.

In contrast to the funding liquidity model, we show that the bank decides its leverage

ratio according as the future ease of borrowing in the interbank market. This is because repo

trading adjusts the cost of the debt finance to the future interbank borrowing conditions,

which are in turn affected by counterparty risk.
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4.2.2 Jump in the credit risk and the repo rate

We focus on the case in which the bank decides to invest in the project at Date 0 in the

uncertain case. We first derive the default threshold by following the analysis in Section 4.1.

Denoting the default threshold in the uncertain case as ϵ∗U , it is derived by substituting β∗
U

in Proposition 3 into ϵ0 given by (9) as

ϵ∗U =
−yF1 +

√
(yF1 − a)2 + 2a(1 + r)β∗

U

a

=
−yF1 +

√
(yF1 − a)2 + 2a(1 + r) ν

1+re+ν

a
.

The difference between the default threshold in the uncertain case and that in the benchmark

case is such that the leverage effect, which is the effect of the change in the leverage ratio on

the default threshold, is segregated from the interbank-rate effect, which is the change in r

on the default threshold. This is because r is realized at Date 1, and only its expected value

given by re is publicly known at Date 0, and the bank decides its leverage ratio according to

re and ν. Hence, the partial derivatives of ϵ∗U on respective re and ν are given by

∂ϵ∗U
∂re

< 0,
∂ϵ∗U
∂ν

> 0,

because β∗
U given in Proposition 3 is also decreasing in re while increasing in ν.

Having re and ν as given, ϵ∗U is given by an increasing function of r as

∂ϵ∗U
∂r

> 0.

However, because the value of r is uncertain until Date 1, we can describe ϵ∗U(r) as ϵ∗U(r̃),

where r̃ ∼ f(r) over [rL, rH ]. Denoting the credit risk of the bank measured at Date t as d∗Ut

(t = 0, 1), it is derived by substituting ϵ∗U(r̃) into ϵ0 in d given by (10) as

d∗Ut(r̃) =
1 + ϵ∗U(r̃)

2
,

where

r̃ =

{
re if t = 0

r if t = 1.
(12)

Because d∗Ut is increasing in ϵ∗U(r̃) and ϵ∗U is increasing in r, we immediately derive

d∗U0 < d∗U1,
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if the value of r is realized to satisfy re < r at Date 1.

The repo rate is also derived as an increasing function of ϵ∗U(r̃), because it is derived by

substituting ϵ∗U(r̃) into ϵ0 in rR in Lemma 1, and rR in Lemma 1 is increasing in ϵ0. Because

r̃ is re at Date 0 and r at Date 1, the repo rate measured at Date t (t = 0, 1) is

r∗Rt =
r̃ + ϵ∗U(r̃)

1− ϵ∗U(r̃)
,

where r̃ is given differently according as t, as given by (12). Because ϵ∗U is increasing in r,

r∗R0 < r∗R1 holds if r is realized to satisfy re < r at Date 1.

We summarize the discussion above in the following proposition.

Proposition 4 In the uncertain case, if re < r, both the credit risk of the bank and the repo

rate increase from Date 0 to Date 1.

By interpreting r as the counterparty risk in the interbank market, Proposition 4 shows

that if the counterparty risk is realized to be higher than its expected value, both the credit

risk of the bank and the repo rate are realized to be higher than expected at Date 0.

The probability of r > re increases if the ex ante density function of r is updated to g(r),

which has more weight in the upper tail of f(r). The shift of the probability from the center

of f(r) to its tail(s) without affecting the mean is called the mean preserving spread (MPS),

or “fat tails” criterion (Levy (1998), pp. 246–250).15 If the updated density function, g(r),

preserves the mean as re while the center of probability is shifted from that of f(r) toward

rH , the probability of r being higher than re is higher than that expected under the ex ante

density function given by f(r). The results of Proposition 4 suggest that if the ex ante density

function of f(r) is updated to g(r) by reflecting changes of economic environment, the realized

value of r is more likely to be higher than re, and consequently, both the insolvency risk and

the repo rate at Date 1 are more likely to be higher than those measured at Date 0.

We summarize the above discussion in Corollary 2.

Corollary 2 Suppose that the true distribution of r is realized to be r ∼ g(r) over [rL, rH ]

after the bank makes the investment at Date 0. If g(r) reserves the expected value of r as re

but has more weight in the upper tail than the ex ante density function given by f(r), both

the credit risk of the bank and the repo rate are more likely to rise sharply at Date 1.

15Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) provide the five definitions of risk and introduce fat tail risk criterion or
MPS as one of them.
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We can interpret the update of the density function from f(r) to g(r) after Date 0 occurs

because of the limited ability of agents to foresee economic conditions associated with the

change in the distribution function of r. The increment in the risk not foreseen under limited

ability is also interpreted as the neglected risk in Gennaioli et al. (2011). Although they

analyze cash flows from two assets that are not pledged as collateral, they also stress that the

neglected risk, which is not taken into consideration under limited ability of agents, tends to

make the financial system more fragile.

Financial contagion and the sudden rise in credit risk Our results provide theoretical

explanations of the financial contagion during the 2007–2009 financial crisis, which is pointed

out by Gorton and Metrick (2011). By their definition, the contagion is the spread of the

financial crisis from subprime-housing-related securities to non-subprime securities that have

no direct connection to the deteriorated housing market. Tracing the path of the crisis, they

found that there is no direct connection between the subprime and non-subprime-related

securities. Moreover, they found that the LIB-OIS (or LIBOR-OIS) spread was strongly

correlated with changes in credit spreads and repo rates of the non-subprime-related securities.

Deterioration in the quality of subprime-related securities may increase the cost of finance

in the interbank market by increasing the counterparty risk. Afonso et al. (2011) found in

their empirical study that the counterparty risk dramatically increased after the bankruptcy

of Lehman Brothers, which was one of the largest investment banks in the U.S. and had been

vigorously engaged in investing in securitized assets including the deteriorating subprime

assets. They interpreted the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers as betraying the market beliefs

of the “too big to fail”rule and resulting in increasing the counterparty risk.

These empirical findings lend support to the interpretation of our theoretical findings such

that the bankruptcy of (any other) banks that hold large amounts of deteriorated subprime-

related assets updates the market belief of the future counterparty risk by updating the ex

ante density function of r to the one with more weight on the upper tail. This updating

increases the risk of AY held by the bank, even though the risk of AY is not associated with

a particular market or event.

A sudden precipitation of AAA-rated securities from the summer of 2007 also induced

critiques of credit rating agencies (CRAs), because they failed to exhibit signs of distress of

asset-backed securities and banks that had massively invested in such securities. 16 CRAs are

16Problems associated with the credit rating agencies are summarized by White (2010).
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private firms and institutions that make credit ratings on securities issued by their own client

firms. Because the gains of CRAs mainly consist of fees from their client firms, as White

(2002) pointed out, CRAs have an incentive to make favorable ratings to attract more client

firms. All the same, a high credit rating is desirable, and firms are likely to choose the CRA

that provides it with the most favorable rating.17 This problem, known as rating shopping,

possibly inflates the credit ratings of the firms, as analyzed by Sketa and Veldkamp (2009).

Using these aspects as building blocks, the recent study of Bolton, Freixas, and Shapiro (2011)

analyzes credit ratings in equilibrium and shows that CRAs in a competitive rating market

tend to relax the rating standard for attracting issuers.

Sudden increases in the credit risks of AAA-rated securities increased criticisms that

CRAs’ conflicts of interests may have made credit ratings sluggish. However, our results

suggest that the credit risk of securities can increase in the short period, between Date 0

and Date 1 in our model, even without the agency problems of CRAs. Specifically, we show

that if the ex ante expected value of r (denoted by re) is lower than the realized value of

r, the credit risk of the bank measured at Date 0 is updated to increase at Date 1. If the

credit rating is not frequent enough to be made only at Date 0, the credit risk of the bank

looks like exhibiting a sudden increase at Date 1. Our results suggest that frequent rerating

is necessary to update the credit risk of banks, especially if r is uncertain ex ante and the

center of the ex ante density function can be shifted to its upper tail.

5 LIQUIDITY CRISIS AND ASSET FIRE SALE

So far we have assumed that AY is traded for a price that is equivalent to its fundamental

value in the Date-2 asset market, regardless of the solvency of the bank at this date. In this

section, we extend the basic model by considering the situation under which the bankruptcy

of the bank engaged in repo trading reduces the market liquidity of AY at Date 2. We show,

using the mark-to-market pricing model proposed by Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) and

Adrian and Shin (2010), that the decrease in market liquidity results in the market price of

AY falling below its fundamental value.

The insolvency of financial institutions is likely to reduce the market liquidity of assets

that are pledged as collaterals, depending on growing doubts about the true quality of the

17According to the empirical findings of Tang (2009), borrowing costs of uprated firms decrease ex post
compared with those of downrated ones.
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pledged assets among market participants. In fact, even though credit ratings are applied

to most financial assets, the true qualities of these assets are still not adequately estimated

by market participants. For example, financial assets, in particular synthetic securities that

may contaminate securities backed by low-quality loans and mortgages, are exotic enough

for market participants to know the true quality.18 Following the idea of limited arbitrage in

Shleifer and Vishny (1997), if financial institutions fail in repo trading and are bankrupted

when bad news on the collateral securities prevails, market participants may perceive the

bankruptcy as being a result of the deterioration of the value in the collaterals. Consequently,

a bankruptcy can mark the onset of a liquidity crisis, because potential participants in the

asset market refrain from bidding for the asset held by the bankrupted bank.

In the following section, we model the situation under which a liquidity crisis is triggered

by bankruptcy of the bank at Date 2. We show that anticipation of the liquidity crisis induces

the bank to sell the collateral asset at a fire-sale price.

5.1 Decrease in the market liquidity

We analyze the situation under which the bankruptcy of the bank in the repo trade triggers

the liquidity crisis in the asset market at Date 2. Suppose that the Date-2 market liquidity

of AY falls to ϕ ∈ (0, 1) if the bank is insolvent at Date 2. As in Section 3, we solve the

problem by backward induction and begin with the decision of the bank on the repo rate.

The indifference constraint, which is given by (1) in the benchmark case, is now modified

as follows.
1

2

∫ 1

ϵ0

(β − αpyF1 )(1 + rR)dϵ =
1

2

∫ ϵ0

−1

(1− α)ϕ(yF1 + aϵ)dϵ. (1’)

The only difference between (1’) and (1) is the right-hand side, which shows the expected

return of the creditors if the bank becomes bankrupt and is insolvent in a repo trade at

Date 2. The right-hand side of (1’) discounts that of (1) by ϕ, because the reduction of the

liquidity of the asset market, which is triggered by the bankruptcy of the bank, decreases the

market price of AY per unit from 1 to ϕ. Consequently, the repo-participation constraint of

the creditors for rolling over the short-term debt in a repo market, which is given by (2) in

18Pagano and Volpin (2009) point out in their theoretical study that the quality of asset-backed securities
is opaque when these securities are sold.
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the benchmark case, is also modified as

1

2

[∫ ϵ0

−1

(1− α)ϕ(yF1 + aϵ)dϵ+

∫ 1

ϵ0

(β − αpyF1 )(1 + rR)dϵ
]
≥ (β − αpyF1 )(1 + r). (2’)

This inequality shows that the expected returns of the creditors from the repo trading, which

are given in the left-hand side, are not less than those from the interbank trading given in

the right-hand side. The first term of the left-hand side of (2’) is discounted by ϕ, because

this term indicates the expected return if the bank becomes bankrupt in the repo trade.

Even though the bankruptcy of the bank triggers the liquidity crisis in the asset market

at Date 2, it does not affect the expected value of AY held by the bank. This is because if

the bank becomes bankrupt, the bank trades AY to the creditors. Hence, the expected value

of AY retained by the bank at Date 1 is the same as π given by (3). The bank maximizes π

by deciding rR to bind (2’), so the expected net gain of the bank from AY is derived as

π = (1− α)yF1 − χ(β − αpyF1 ),

where we define

χ ≡ (1 + r)(1 + ϕ)

2ϕ
. (13)

Because (β−αpyF1 ) in the second term of the right-hand side of π given above is the amount

of the rolled-over debt, χ given by (13) corresponds to the rollover cost of the debt.

In contrast, suppose that the bank decides to redeem all the existing debt by liquidating

AY instead of rolling it over at Date 1. A liquidity crisis does not occur because the bank

did not engage in repo trading. The cost of the asset liquidation is given by its market price

as p = 1/(1 + r). Comparing the rollover cost given by χ and the liquidation cost, we derive

1 + r <
(1 + r)(1 + ϕ)

2ϕ
(≡ χ), (14)

because of ϕ ∈ (0, 1). This indicates that the redemption of the existing debt by liquidating

AY is cheaper for the debt rollover in repo trading.19

We derive the following proposition.

19Equivalently, deriving the first-order condition of π with respect to α, we have

∂π

∂α
= (χp− 1)yF1 .

This indicates that the bank chooses to liquidate the asset because of ∂π
∂α > 0 for p = 1/(1 + r).
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Proposition 5 If the bankruptcy of the bank engaged in repo trading triggers a liquidity crisis

in the asset market, the bank sells the asset that it pledged as collateral at a fire-sale price.

The fire sale is aggravated by the increment of the counterparty risk.

Proof: Because the selling price of AY per unit is given by p = 1/(1 + r), the increase in r

reduces p. �
Remembering that the rollover cost in the benchmark case where there is no liquidity crisis

is given by 1 + r, our results show that the liquidity crisis triggered by the bankruptcy of

the bank increases the rollover cost. Put differently, a future liquidity crisis reduces funding

liquidity of AY by decreasing its value at Date 1. Therefore, the results in Proposition 4

imply that the future liquidity crisis in response to the bankruptcy of the bank engaged in

repo trading reduces the current funding liquidity of the collateral asset. The liquidity crisis

makes the bank do better by selling AY at Date 1, even though the market price of AY is

discounted by the counterparty risk.

The deleverage of the bank induced by the future liquidity crisis results in substantially

shortening the tenor of the debt in equilibrium. This result is similar to the one derived by

Acharya, Gale, and Yorulmazer (2011). They argue that the bank needs to decide whether

to roll over the debt before information about the quality of the investing assets materializes.

Building on this idea, they find that future information about those assets can reduce debt

rollover. Their results explain theoretically the market freeze observed during the 2007–

2009 financial crisis. In contrast to the uncertainty of the information assumed by Acharya,

Gale, and Yorulmazer (2011), information about the liquidity crisis in our model is certain

and symmetric. The bank in our model stops rolling over debt, because it learns that the

liquidity crisis triggered by the bankruptcy of a bank increases rollover cost.

5.2 Alternative interpretation: rehypothecation

The bankruptcy of the bank may reduce the return of the secured creditors if the bank is

engaged in rehypothecation. Rehypothecation is the prevailing trading procedure of broker–

dealers including investment banks and hedge funds. Considering the bank as a broker–dealer,

the bank engages in rehypothecation by borrowing the asset from other financial firms. The

bank then pledges the borrowed asset as collateral in its own secured trading.20 However, as

20For detail on rehypothecation, see Aragon and Strahan (2009) and Singh and Aitken (2009a).
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Duffie (2010) argues, the lending firms can retrieve their asset from the bank, in particular

if they obtain bad information about the borrowing bank before the repo creditors.21 The

retrieval of the asset can reduce the return of the secured creditors of the bank. This is

because the retrieval of the asset reduces the amount of the collateral received by the secured

creditors of the bank if the bank becomes bankrupt.

To see this, suppose that the bank invests 1− ϕ of AY by borrowing from other financial

firms. If the financial firms correctly learn that the bank is going to become bankrupt before

Date 2, they retrieve their lending asset from the bank. After the financial firms retrieve

1− ϕ of AY , the bank goes into bankruptcy, and the repo creditors can receive only ϕ of the

asset as collateral. If the repo creditors anticipate the retrieval of the rehypothecated asset,

they require the higher repo rate for making their expected returns from the repo trading to

be not less than that from the interbank lending. Consequently, the rollover cost of the bank

increases from 1 + r to χ, as we saw in the previous section.

In practice, according to Singh and Aitken (2009a), regulation of rehypothecation in the

U.S. such as Rule 15c3-3 requires financial institutions such as hedge funds and broker–

dealer banks to segregate the account for the rehypothecation from that of their customers

(or the repo creditors in our setting). However, Singh and Aitken found that after the

bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers, rehypothecation declined dramatically. They conclude that

the collateral lenders sideline rehypothecation because they fear losing the collateral assets

if the collateral borrowers become bankrupt. Their findings provide the support to our

alternative interpretation of ϕ in this section such that the withdrawal of the collateral is

prior to the bankruptcy of the borrowing bank, which reduces the amount of the collateral

received by the repo creditors of the bank.

6 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

We now consider the financial policy that affects the interbank borrowing conditions of the

bank. We first consider the impact of conventional monetary policy on the level of the

interbank rate. We then consider the asset purchase implemented during the quantitative

easing shortly after the 2007–2009 financial crisis.

21Duffie (2010) refers to the withdrawal of the asset from the prime-broker bank as the flight of prime-broker
clients.
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6.1 Liquidity provision

We first consider monetary policy whereby the central bank sets its target level for the short-

term interest rate, r, by adjusting reserve requirements.22 Liquidity injection to the banking

system works to reduce r, because the increased solvency of the banking sector reduces

counterparty risk. Based on the discussion in Section 4, in the absence of the liquidity crisis

in the Date-2 asset market, liquidity provision by the central bank reduces r, which improves

the borrowing conditions of the bank by increasing the funding liquidity of AY . In particular,

if the future counterparty risk is uncertain as in Section 4.2, the announcement of liquidity

provision can mitigate the future counterparty risk through updating the density function of

r by shifting its center downward. According to Proposition 4, this makes the realized r more

likely to be less than re. Having r lower than re mitigates the financial crisis, by making both

the credit risk of the bank and the repo rate lower than expected.

In contrast, if the bankruptcy of the bank triggers a liquidity crisis in the Date-2 asset

market as in Section 5, the effect of monetary policy is limited. This is because according

to Proposition 5, although the reduction of r mitigates the extent of the deterioration in the

selling price of AY by increasing p at Date 1, it does not stop the fire sale itself. This is

because as long as ϕ < 1 holds, equation (14) shows that the cost of the asset liquidation,

which is given by (1 + r), is strictly less than the debt-rollover cost through the repo, which

is given by χ. This implies that although the pure monetary policy can increase the fire-sale

price, it cannot stop the asset fire sale unless it resolves the liquidity crisis in the Date-2 asset

market.

6.2 Asset purchase

We next consider the asset purchase, by which the central banks intervene in markets and

purchase the financial assets including risky collateral. To investigate the impact of the asset

purchase on ϕ in the case of the liquidity crisis, suppose that AY consists of two kinds of

assets. One is a certain asset, whose value is known to be equal to its fundamental value.

Hence, the market price of the certain asset is equal to the fundamental value, yF1 + aϵ. The

other is an uncertain asset. The uncertain asset has the same fundamental value as the

22We progress our argument by assuming that the traditional monetary policy works by adjusting the
interest rate to the setting target. Recent work by Friedman and Kuttner (2011) argues that the changes in
the interest rate are not associated with discernible changes in the reserves.
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certain asset, but because its value is opaque to outsiders, the bidders in the market value

this asset relative to the solvency of the bank at Date 2. To be precise, if the bank is solvent

at Date 2, the uncertain asset is traded for a price that is equal to its fundamental price. In

contrast, if the bank fails at Date 2, the market price of the asset falls to zero, because the

bankruptcy of the bank casts doubt on the quality of the asset, and nobody bids for such an

asset in the market.

Suppose that AY consists of ϕ of the certain asset and 1 − ϕ of the uncertain asset.

Although the central bank decides to purchase the asset if the bank becomes bankrupt at

Date 2, it does not know the quality of the asset, as the central bank cannot distinguish a

certain asset from an uncertain asset. Suppose that the central bank purchases s ∈ [0, 1] of

the uncertain asset and 1 − s of the certain asset. After the asset purchase, the remaining

fraction of the uncertain asset is 1− s, while that of the certain asset is s. Hence, the total

asset remaining in the market is (1− ϕ)(1− s) + ϕs. If the central bank does not intervene,

only the certain asset is traded in the market at Date 2. Denoting ϕG as the liquidity of the

asset market at Date 2 if the central bank intervenes after the bankruptcy of the bank, it is

given by

ϕG =
ϕs

(1− ϕ)(1− s) + ϕs
. (15)

Subtracting ϕ from ϕG, we have

ϕG − ϕ =
ϕ(1− ϕ)(2s− 1)

(1− ϕ)(1− s) + ϕs
.

Because ϕ ∈ (0, 1) and s ∈ [0, 1], ϕG > ϕ iff s > 1/2. Otherwise, ϕG decreases below ϕ.

Moreover, having ϕ as given to be fixed, ϕG = 1 holds if and only if s = 1.

Summarizing the above discussion, we derive the following proposition.

Proposition 6 The asset purchase prevents the liquidity crisis if and only if the central bank

correctly selects the uncertain assets for purchase.

The results of Proposition 6 highlight the importance of the selection of securities when

implementing asset purchases. An asset purchase can end the liquidity crisis if and only if

it reduces the rollover cost of the bank from χ to 1 + r by increasing ϕG to 1. Because

ϕG = 1 holds under s = 1, the results of Proposition 6 suggest that although the central bank

implements asset purchases with the intention of ending the liquidity crisis, it cannot stop

the asset fire sale if asset selection is mistaken. This result holds even if the asset purchase
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can reduce the counterparty risk jointly with the liquidity risk. Suppose that the intervention

reduces the counterparty risk from r to rG and increases ϕ to ϕG. Denoting the rollover cost

of the bank after the intervention as χG, it is given by

χG =
(1 + rG)(1 + ϕG)

2ϕG

.

However, as long as ϕG < 1, the asset liquidation is still cheaper for the bank than the debt

rollover because of 1 + rG < χG. Therefore, as long as the central bank fails to select the

purchasing asset, the intervention cannot stop the bank from selling the asset, even though

the selling price is higher than the one without the intervention.

Implications for the financial crisis after the Lehman bankruptcy Shleifer and

Vishny (2011) point out that the financial crisis after the bankruptcy of the Lehman Brothers

investment bank in September 2008 was much worse than the one before that bankruptcy.

They argue that the aggravation of the crisis stemmed from the liquidity crisis, whereby a

large population of investors abstained from bidding in the security market. In line with their

argument, our discussion in 6.1 based on the results of Proposition 5 implies that the liquidity

provision does not end asset fire sales if the liquidity crisis occurs in the market for collateral

assets. As we show in Proposition 6, appropriately selected asset purchases can end an asset

fire sale by terminating the liquidity crisis in the markets for repo collateral. Shleifer and

Vishny (2010b) also support asset purchases as part of monetary policy and emphasize the

importance of asset purchase selection. They show theoretically that purchasing relatively

safe securities mitigates financial difficulty. Note that the uncertain asset in our model has

the same fundamental value as the certain one. In this way, the uncertain asset is safe, as it

is not directly correlated with the risk in the market. The purchasing of an uncertain asset

does not necessarily produce deterioration of the balance sheet of the central bank, but if

s < 1, the central bank needs to keep purchasing enormous amounts of assets in order to

eliminate uncertain assets from the banking sector. However, the outcome of this is that the

central bank massively increases its balance sheet, and the effect of that greatly expanded

balance sheet of the central bank on the financial system remains for our further research.
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7 RELATED LITERATURE

The existing theoretical literature argues that the source of the vulnerability of the banking

system is attributable to the simultaneous withdrawal of depositors, or a bank run, in line

with the original insight of Diamond and Divbig (1983). In Allen and Gale (1994, 1998),

the shock on the preference of depositors induces an aggregate shortage in liquidity through

the maturity mismatch in the banking system. Diamond and Rajan (2000, 2001) argue that

although a demand deposit is useful as a commitment device for a bank to use the collection

skill from the borrowers for the depositors, it also makes the bank fragile if the simultaneous

withdrawal of the deposit occurs. Shleifer and Vishny (2010a) argue in their unstable banking

model that the banking system is fragile to the sentiment of investors, which is irrelevant to

the fundamentals of the bank. Although the depositors withdraw for different reasons and

causes, the occasion for withdrawals is only on an ad hoc basis in the existing literature. In

contrast, we explicitly model repo trading and show that to the extent repo trading makes

returns of creditors indifferent regardless of whether or not the bank becomes bankrupt, the

rollover cost of the bank increases if the bankruptcy of the bank will trigger a liquidity crisis

in the asset market. The increasing rollover cost induces the bank to delever itself in the

midterm of the investing project (Date 1 in our model), even by liquidating the asset at a

fire sale price. Hence, differently from the existing literature, the deleverage occurs not by

the withdrawal of creditors, but by the early redemption with asset fire sales decided by the

bank which is triggered by the crisis in the asset market.

Our model captures the main features of the modern banking system, where the bank

invests its securitized asset by issuing an information-insensitive debt that is secured by

the investing asset.23 The closest model to ours is the one introduced by Acharya and

Vishwanathan (2011). They also build their banking model around securitization and short-

term borrowing backed by the securitized asset. In their model, there is a continuum of

identical banks, and each of them invests in identical assets with the same long-term maturity.

The banks decide either to sell or to buy their holding assets by pledging their assets in the

midterm of the investing project. The decision of each bank depends on its funding liquidity,

23Although we do not formally model the process of securitization, our model implies that securitization
makes information about the investing asset symmetric, as derived by De Marzo and Duffie (1999) and De
Marzo (2005). Gorton and Souleles (2006) summarize the role and the mechanism of securitization. Acharya
and Schnabl (2009) argue that banks increased leverage by using off-balance-sheet asset-backed commercial
paper (ABCP) conduit and structured investment vehicles (SIV) before the subprime crisis in 2007.
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which is the future value of the holding asset. The bank is determined to be either a buyer or

a seller of the asset, because of the potential risk-shifting problem, where if the bank manager

can replace the asset for the riskier one, that erodes the funding liquidity. Assuming that the

asset trading is limited among the banks, the market price of the asset follows the cash-in-

the-market pricing model as in Allen and Gale (1994, 1998), Acharya and Yorulmazer (2008),

Acharya, Shin, and Yorulmazer (2011), and Bolton, Santos, and Scheinkman (2011), where

the price of the asset is decided by the balance of the demand and the supply in the asset

market. The lower is the funding liquidity, the more likely is the asset to be liquidated for

a price below its fundamental value, because more banks are sellers than buyers in the asset

market. This mechanism is similar to the ones introduced by Gromb and Vayanos (2002)

and Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009). Interpreting the probability of success as a proxy

of the business cycle, they show that the leverage ratio is procyclical, as it is endogenously

determined by the business cycle.

The mechanism of the asset fire sale in Acharya and Vishwanathan (2011) follows the

scheme of Shleifer and Vishny (1992). The lower funding liquidity financially constrains the

potential buyers of the asset, which results in an asset fire sale. Although we also derive

asset fire sales, the mechanism is quite different. First, the shortage of the funding liquidity

at the stage of the debt rollover occurs in our model not because of the agency problem but

because of the liquidity crisis in the asset market, which is anticipated to be triggered by

the bankruptcy of the bank. Secondly, investors in our setting competitively enter the asset

market. Because the fundamental value of the asset in our setting does not deteriorate by

either the agency problem or idiosyncratic risk, more general investors are likely to bid in the

market. This assumption links the asset price to the interbank borrowing condition, which

reflects the degree of the counterparty risk. Finally and most importantly, we show that the

fragility of the bank derives exogenously rather than from its own balance sheet, such as any

deterioration in the quality of its holding assets.

Much of the existing literature, including Brunnermeier (2009), Gorton and Metrick

(2011), and Shleifer and Vishny (2011), points out that a fire sale of financial assets, es-

pecially those related to deteriorated subprime loans and mortgages, is one of the most

distinctive observations during the 2007–2009 financial crisis. Gromb and Vayanos (2002)

and Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) introduced the mechanism of the spiral of deterio-

ration of asset values. They showed that deterioration in future asset value (referenced as

funding liquidity) reduces the asset liquidity in the current market (referred to as the market
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liquidity). The reduction of market liquidity reduces the asset price, which further decreases

the value of the asset. Adrian and Shin (2010) and Shin (2010) argue that the regulatory

capital requirement forces banks to delever themselves by selling holding assets for fire-sale

prices. Although they successfully explain fire sales of deteriorated assets like the subprime

assets, the decline in the prices of the securities that are not related to the subprime loans

and mortgages jointly with the subprime-related ones (referred as the joint selling as in Wag-

ner (2011)) is still in controversy. We show that repo trading spreads the counterparty risk,

which reflects increasing doubt about the solvency of banks with deteriorated assets, to a

bank that does not hold such assets. Our results are consistent with the findings of Gorton

and Metrick (2011) and also related to those of Singh and Aitken (2009b), when they stress

the impact of counterparty risk on the market value of the collateral assets.

Financial contagion, which refers to the propagation of the crisis in the financial system,

has been mostly analyzed under the setting where banks are connected by the holding claims

each has on the others.24 Allen and Gale (2000) model banks that are directly connected

though interregional claims. They showed that imperfectly correlated liquidity shocks spread

though the banking sector via the interbank market. Cifuentes et al. (2005) state that a

financial crisis that depresses prices of asset spreads through the interconnected financial

assets held by banks. Diamond and Rajan (2005) focus on the asset side of the banking

sector and show that a failure of one bank spreads by shrinking the common pool of liquidity.

We show that even though a bank holds neither claims of other banks nor the assets that are

exposed to the crisis, financial contagion occurs as long as banks engage in repo trading.

Because repo trading conveys not only counterparty risk but also any future liquidity

crisis that is anticipated relative to the current borrowing condition of healthy banks, the

intervention of the central bank does not always work if the intervention aims solely at

controlling the interbank rate. This is because any future liquidity crisis reduces the current

market liquidity of the asset, or equivalently, increases banks ’borrowing costs. Purchasing

correctly selected assets can ease any future liquidity crisis by eliminating the uncertainty of

asset values on banks’balance sheets. In contrast, suppose that a financial contagion comes

from a timing maturity mismatch caused by an unexpected liquidity shock but that available

liquidity supports total liquidity needs. In this case, the intervention of the central bank may

succeed in preventing financial contagion. Allen et al. (2009) introduced the role of central

banks in responding to financial contagion spreading among banks through their overlapping

24Allen and Gale (2007) survey the literature on financial contagion.
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claims.

Our literature is also related to Freixas and Holthausen (2004) with respect to formally

examining the role of the repo trading in the banking system. That paper analyzes the cross-

national interbank market and suggests that repo markets reduce the spread of interest rates

between countries. They also showed that repo markets may mitigate asymmetric information

between countries. So long as the collateral is marketable in the asset market, we show that

market risk may spread to banks through the pricing of their collateral assets.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we model a modern banking system that consists of securitization and provision

of information-insensitive debt through repo trading. We show that repo plays an important

role by transferring counterparty risk to the credit risk of a bank that pledges its asset holdings

as repo collateral. In particular, the distribution of the counterparty risk is a key to changes

in credit risks. Similar to the argument of neglected risks proposed by Gennaioli et al. (2011),

if the probability of an increase in the counterparty risk is negligible ex ante but not ex post,

the credit risk of the bank is more likely to rise sharply ex post. Furthermore, anticipation of

a liquidity crisis triggered by bankruptcy of the bank leads to asset fire sales, by making debt

rollover more costly for the bank than asset liquidation. We argue that absent from a liquidity

crisis, the liquidity provision works to mitigate the financial crisis by reducing the credit risk

of banks through decreasing counterparty risk. However, if a liquidity crisis is anticipated,

asset purchases are required for avoiding asset fire sales. Purchasing correctly selected assets

helps to make banks healthier by allowing them to dispose of assets that investors refrain

from bidding for because of doubts about their fundamental value. However, if the central

bank cannot correctly distinguish suspicious assets from healthy assets, it enlarges its own

balance sheet in exchange for ending asset fire sales.

The most interesting implication of our analysis in regard to the 2007–2009 financial crisis

is that banks that do not invest in deteriorated assets such as subprime-related securities are

not immune from the crisis, to the extent that those banks are engaged in repo trading.

The most plausible source of the crisis begins with the spread of banks’massive investment

in deteriorating subprime securities, which eventually spread doubt about the solvency of

the banks most exposed to such investments and thereby increased borrowing costs in the

interbank market. Repo trading transfers the increasing counterparty risk to the assets that
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are not directly related to the subprime ones, by forcing banks to pledge more as collateral.

These explanations provide the missing link to the recent empirical findings of Afonso et al.

(2011) and Gorton and Metrick (2011) and increase the importance of the role of repo trading

in the banking system. As introduced by Shleifer and Vishny (2011), it is plausible that the

prevailing banks’ setting up of off-balance-sheet ABCP conduits and SIVs and opacity of the

true quality of exotic financial products may have triggered the liquidity crisis in response to

the bankruptcy of some major investment banks, like Lehman Brothers. Such an inference

together with our theoretical results explain that the liquidity crisis in the asset market

triggered by the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 largely contributed to

the aggravation of the crisis. Although our results provide support for the reserve banks’

asset purchases after the Lehman bankruptcy, we also emphasize the importance of their

appropriate asset selection in limiting the fallout from the collapse of Lehman.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1 Let us form the Lagrangian for the maximization problem of

the bank

L = ΠB + λβ,

where λ is the multiplier of (BC1). Because ΠB is concave in β, L is also concave in β.

Optimizing with respect to β yields

∂L
∂β

= −(1 + r) + (1 + r + ν)(1− β) + λ = 0. (A1)

If λ > 0, β = 0. However, substituting β = 0 into (A1), we derive ∂L
∂β

> 0. Hence, λ = 0.

The optimal β that makes (A1) equal to zero is then derived as

β = 1− 1 + r

1 + r + ν
=

ν

1 + r + ν
∈ (0, 1). (A2)

According to (BC1), the upper limit of β depends on whether
yF1
1+r

is larger or smaller than

1. We first suppose that 1 + r ≤ yF1 . Because min(
yF1
1+r

, 1) = 1, (BC1) is given by 1 > β > 0.

Therefore, β given by (A2) always satisfies (BC1).

In contrast, suppose that yF1 < 1+ r. In this case, (BC1) is given by
yF1
1+r

> β > 0. Hence,

the condition under which β given as in (A2) satisfies (BC1) is given by

yF1
1 + r

>
ν

1 + r + ν
,

or equivalently

yF1 >
ν(1 + r)

1 + r + ν
. (A3)

We now derive the condition under which β given by (A2) satisfies (BC0) under the constraint

of (A3). Substituting (A2) into ΠB, we derive

ΠB = yF1 − 1 + r

1 + r + ν

(
ν +

1 + r

2

)
. (A4)

As long as ΠB in (A4) is strictly positive, (BC0) is satisfied and the bank invests in the

project. Because r > 0, we have

ν(1 + r)

1 + r + ν
<

1 + r

1 + r + ν

(
ν +

1 + r

2

)
.
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The above inequality indicates that the bank invests in the project if and only if

1 + r

1 + r + ν

(
ν +

1 + r

2

)
< yF1

and decides the optimal β as given in Proposition 1(ii), which is equal to (A2). Otherwise,

the bank does not invest in the asset at Date 0. �

Proof of Proposition 3 Applying the same logic to the proof of Proposition 1, we form

the Lagrangian for the Problem [U ] as

LU = ΠU + λUβ,

where λU is the multiplier of (UC1). Optimizing with respect to β yields

∂LU

∂β
= −(1 + re) + (1 + re + ν)(1− β) + λU = 0. (A5)

Following the same logic as in the proof of Proposition 1, we derive λU = 0; thus, β > 0.

Deriving β from (A5), we have

βU =
ν

1 + re + ν
∈ (0, 1). (A6)

The upper limit of βU is differently given whether
yF1

1+rH
is larger or smaller than 1, because

of (UC1). First, suppose that 1 + rH ≤ yF1 . The constraint (UC1) is given by 1 > β > 0.

Because βU ∈ (0, 1) from (A5), (UC1) is always satisfied.

In contrast, suppose that 1 < yF1 < 1 + rH . In this case, min(
yF1

1+rH
, 1) =

yF1
1+rH

. Thus, the

condition under which βU in (A5) satisfies (UC1) is
yF1

1+rH
> βU , or equivalently,

yF1 >
ν(1 + rH)

1 + re + ν
≡ Ω1. (A7)

The condition under which βU in (A6) satisfies (UC0) under the constraint of (A7) is derived

by substituting (A6) into ΠU as

ΠU = yF1 − 1 + re
1 + re + ν

(
ν +

1 + re
2

)
≡ yF1 − Ω0.

Notice that the value of Ωi (i = 0, 1) is a threshold of yF1 above which the bank decides

to invest in the asset at Date 0. Hence, if yF1 ≤ max(Ω0,Ω1), the bank does not invest in the
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asset at Date 0. In contrast, if max(Ω0,Ω1) < yF1 , the bank invests in the asset and decides

its leverage ratio as (A6).

For deriving max(Ω0,Ω1), we now compare Ω0 with Ω1. Subtracting Ω1 from Ω0, we derive

Ω0 − Ω1 =
1

1 + re + ν

[
(1 + re)

(
ν +

1 + re
2

)
− (1 + rH)

]
≡ 1

2(1 + re + ν)
f(re). (A8)

Note that f(re) in (A8) is a quadratic function of re as given by

f(re) = (re)
2 + 2(1 + ν)re + 2(ν − rH)− 1.

The value of re(> 0) that makes Ω0 = Ω1 is then derived as

re+ = −(1 + ν) +
√
ν2 + 2(1 + rH).

Because f(re) is convex in re, we have

max(Ω0,Ω1) =

{
Ω0 if re+ ≤ re,

Ω1 if re < re+,

if re+ > 0. On the other hand, if re+ ≤ 0, Ω0 ≥ Ω1 holds for any re > 0. Summarizing these

conditions, we derive

max(Ω0,Ω1) =

{
Ω0 if rH − ν ≤ 1

2
, or rH − ν > 1

2
and re+ < re,

Ω1 if rH − ν > 1
2
and re ∈ (0, re+].

The results are summarized as in Proposition 3. �
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Figure 1: Timing and events 


